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Abstract—In this paper, a new local feature, called, Salient
Wavelet Feature with Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(SWFHOG) is introduced for human action recognition and
behaviour analysis. In the proposed approach, regions having
maximum information are selected based on their entropies. The
SWF feature descriptor is formed by using the wavelet sub-bands
obtained by applying wavelet decomposition to selected regions.
To improve the accuracy further, the SWF feature vector is
combined with the Histogram of Oriented Gradient global
feature descriptor to form the SWFHOG feature descriptor. The
proposed algorithm is evaluated using publicly available KTH,
Weizmann, UT Interaction, and UCF Sports datasets for action
recognition. The highest accuracy of 98.33% is achieved for the
UT interaction dataset. The proposed SWFHOG feature
descriptor is tested for behaviour analysis to identify the actions
as normal or abnormal. The actions from SBU Kinect and UT
Interaction dataset are divided into two sets as Normal
Behaviour and Abnormal Behaviour. For the application of
behaviour analysis, 95% recognition accuracy is achieved for the
SBU Kinect dataset and 97% accuracy is obtained for the UT
Interaction dataset. Robustness of the proposed SWFHOG
algorithm is tested against Camera view angle change and
imperfect actions using Weizmann robustness testing datasets.
The proposed SWFHOG method shows promising results as
compared to earlier methods.
Keywords—Action recognition; behaviour analysis; HOG;
salient wavelet feature; neural network; wavelet transform;
SWFHOG

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the recent era, the ease of capturing videos with CCTV
cameras and smartphones has increased the amount of
available video data enormously. Analyzing this data manually
has become a tedious and time-consuming task. Automatically
recognizing the behaviour of a person as normal or abnormal,
by detecting the action performed, can lead to more robust
intelligent video surveillance system.
Automatic human action recognition plays an important
role in many applications like intelligent video surveillance
systems, Human-machine interaction, Health care, robotics,
etc. As per the level of difficulty, actions are regarded as
gestures, simple actions, interactions and, group activities. A
gesture is a movement specifically done to give some
meaningful message e.g. sign language. Simple actions are day
to day activities like walking, running, jumping, etc., which can
be considered as a sequence of gestures. In interactions, two

humans or one human and one object are involved.
Handshaking, hugging, a person lifting a bag, etc. can be
considered as interactions. More than two people doing an
action like talking, walking together, etc. are considered as a
group activity. Various approaches have been proposed for
recognizing all these types of actions. The Methodology used
for human action recognition changes with the change in the
complexity of action to be recognized.
Action recognition plays an important role in behaviour
understanding tasks. Recognizing the action performed by a
person can lead to the detection of abnormal behaviour or
abnormal event like a fight between two people, a patient
falling, etc. A behaviour understanding task can be considered
as a human action recognition task where an action performed
by a person is categorized as normal or abnormal. Most of the
methods which used handcrafted features for representing the
action used an approach shown in Fig. 1. It is having three
main steps: feature extraction, dimensionality reduction, and
pattern classification.
The main challenge in this approach is devising a robust
feature vector that can tackle challenges like illumination
changes, occlusion, camera jitter, etc. In this work, a new local
feature, named Salient Wavelet Feature and Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (SWFHOG) is introduced for the action
recognition and behaviour analysis task. The feature is a
combination of newly introduced Salient Wavelet Feature
(SWF) and existing Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG)
feature. To form the SWF feature, in the first step, salient
regions are extracted by selecting areas of maximum motion
and in the second step, average and detail wavelet coefficients
are computed from these salient regions using the wavelet
decomposition technique.

Fig. 1. General Human Action Recognition System for behavior Analysis.
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II. RELATED WORK
In this section, various methods proposed for human action
recognition using handcrafted features are discussed. Features
used in action classification are broadly divided as global
features and local features. Global features describe the frame
as a whole and generalize the object present in it. Local
features treat a frame as a collection of small patches and
describe them. Global features are useful in object detection,
while the local features are more useful in object recognition.
A combination of the global and a local feature is proved to
increase the recognition accuracy of the system in most cases.
Shape Matrices, Invariant Moments (Hu, Zernike), Histogram
Oriented Gradients (HOG) and Co-HOG are some examples of
global features used in action recognition. SIFT, SURF, LBP,
BRISK, MSER and FREAK are some examples of local
features used for action recognition [1] The emphasis of this
related work is to review various methods that use salient point
detection, wavelet transform as a feature and latest trends in
action recognition.
Dawn et al. [2] have done the all-inclusive study of the use
of Spatio Temporal Interest Point extraction methods in
Human action recognition. Bak, Cagdas et al. [3] have
proposed the use of saliency detection in videos for action
recognition. Authors have used deep learning methods for
saliency detection and various fusion mechanisms are studied
for integrating spatial and temporal information. Ashwan
Abdulmunem et al. [4] have proposed a method using salient
object detection. The authors also propose a combination of a
local and a global descriptor to classify the actions using the
SVM classifier. Amir Ghodrati and Shohreh Ka-saei, in [5],
have proposed methods for local spatiotemporal feature
selection. The authors propose two weighing schemes to rank
the features. Duta IC et al. [6] have proposed an extended
version of the VLAD feature incorporating Spatial and
Temporal information viz. ST-VLAD. The proposed method
gives comparable results on datasets used for testing.
Al-Berry et al. [7], have proposed the use of Stationary
Wavelet Transform (SWT) along with Local Binary Pattern
(LBP) features to devise a feature descriptor. The proposed
method achieves good accuracy on tested datasets. Al-Berry et
al. [8, 9] and Siddiqi et al. [10] have used a combination of
local and global features to construct a feature descriptor to
take advantage of both the techniques. As wavelet coefficients
represent multiscale and directional information of motion
pattern, wavelet coefficients are used for describing the action.
The use of a discrete wavelet transform for motion detection is
explored by other researchers and proved to give good results
[11-13]. As the number of interest points detected is large in
number, many times they impose overhead on the further
process. Some researchers have proposed approaches for
extracting only important interest points before forming the
feature descriptor. Bhaskar Chakraborty et al. [14, 15] have
proposed a method to suppress the interest points from the
background by maintaining only the repetitive and stable
interest points. Bag of video words model, using N jet features
is then applied for the representation of the action.
A detailed review of abnormal behaviour detection
methods is given in [16, 17]. It is seen that analyzing the

behaviour is nothing but recognizing the action performed by
the person and then tagging the action with some behavioral
name. The authors have shown that approaches like optical
flow, STIP detection, HOG feature, Object tracking, and
trajectory extractions, are used for behaviour analysis. In [18],
a novel approach for behaviour recognition is proposed. The
authors have proposed the use of a dynamic probabilistic graph
for describing the temporal relationship between the objects. In
[19], an approach based on pixel change history is proposed for
behaviour analysis. The authors propose the use of two
probabilistic masks one for face and another for body
detection. HMM is used for recognition and classification.
From the literature review, it was observed that local
features play an important role in discriminating between
similar actions. The extraction of salient regions or objects
from the video before extracting features increases the
efficiency of the algorithm. In the existing methods, salient
regions are selected based on response values computed at the
pixels. These methods does not consider the salient regions as
volumes and thus fail to detect volumes having maximum
movement. The method proposed in this work uses the
information content of 3D volume constructed around each
interest point to select it as salient region. Wavelet coefficients
of these salient regions are then extracted to form a local
feature descriptor.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM USING SWFHOG FEATURE
This section gives details of the proposed SWFHOG based
human action recognition and behaviour analysis technique.
Fig. 2 shows a block schematic of the proposed method. As
shown in the diagram, SWF local feature and HOG global
feature are computed for the video separately. Dimensionality
reduction is achieved for the features by applying Principal
Component Analysis (PCA). The two feature vectors thus
obtained are combined to form a SWFHOG feature descriptor.
Each block of the diagram is discussed in detail here.
A. Input and Preprocessing
The input to the system is action video clips. The input
video is converted to frames and median filtering is applied to
reduce the noise present in it. As each dataset is having
different specifications, for ease of execution, all the frames are
resized. A three-dimensional array of frames is formed and
given as input to the next stage.

Fig. 2. Block Schematic of SWFHOG Feature Descriptor.
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B. Details of SWF Feature
The proposed Salient Wavelet Feature is local. The main
steps in SWF feature extraction are Salient region extraction
and wavelet decomposition. In most of the action videos, the
motion is present in a lesser amount of area of a frame as
compared to the background area. In the videos where humans
are present, significant motion is present in the region around
the human figure. Such regions having maximum spatial and
temporal changes are defined as regions of interest or salient
regions.
In this work, for extracting the salient regions, interest
points are identified using the method proposed by Dollar et al.
in [20]. This method is having the advantage that it detects
fewer interest points from the background as compared to those
detected by methods proposed by Laptev and Lindeberg [21],
and Willems et al. [22].
Here, a 2D Gaussian smoothing filter, as given in (1), is
applied to each frame in the spatial domain.
(

(

)

)

(1)

The Gaussian filter is convolved with the frame in x and ydirection. The spatial variance σ2 is used as a spatial scale in x
and y-direction. A temporal filter is then applied in the t
direction to the smoothed image. Here, two orthogonal 1D
Gabor filters are used for temporal filtering.
denotes the
even part and
denotes the odd part of the filter. Squared
product of the two 1D filters is computed to find the final
response. Equations for Gabor filter is shown in (2).
(

)

(
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(

)
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)
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The temporal variance ꞇ2 controls the temporal scale.
Gabor filter is a linear filter and its direction and frequency
response matches the human visual system. It is used mainly
for edge detection in image processing applications. Gabor
filter is also efficient in texture classification. These two
properties of the Gabor filter make it a perfect candidate for
interest point detection. The value of ω is selected to be 0.5 / ꞇ
as a correction factor. The intensity value at each pixel is then
considered for identifying the interest points.

Fig. 3. The Number of Interest Points Selected. (a) k =10 (b) k=50 (c )k=
100 and (d) k= 500.

To remove the redundant interest points, first k significant
interest points, having maximum response value, are selected.
In the first iteration, a point having maximum response value is
selected from the set of all the detected interest points and
stored as a selected salient point in the subset (S). This point is
then deleted from the set of all extracted interest points (L). In
the next iteration, a point having maximum value is selected
from the set of interest points having L-1 interest points. The
process is repeated for the required number of times to extract
the required number of interest points (k). It is seen that 10
points are not able to describe the movement in the action
satisfactorily. For k=100 and k=500, many interest points are
selected from the background. The interest points from the
background do not contribute to describing the action. For
k=50, the interest points selected are from the regions having
maximum motion and are used in further processing.
After selecting the k salient points, a cuboid is extracted
around each selected interest point by considering it as a
center. The size of the cuboid in x and y direction depends on
spatial scale σ while the size in z-direction depends on
temporal scale ꞇ. The cuboids thus extracted represent the
regions of the video and are used in further process. In this
work, the value of σ is selected as 2 whereas the value of ꞇ is
selected as 3. Fig. 4 is the visualization of sample cuboids of
handshake video from the SBU Kinect dataset. Each row of in
the diagram represents the journey of a small part of a frame
through the temporal domain. The first row captures the
movement of the hand of the actor. Ninth and tenth rows
capture the movement of the head of two actors. Even after
selecting the interest points with care, few of the cuboids carry
information of the background pixels and do not contribute
much to labeling the action.

The response function R, which represents the intensity
value at each pixel can be given as in (3). I represent the image
intensity, ( ) represents the Gaussian function while
(
) represents the Gabor function. Salient points are
detected by finding the value of response function R at every
point.
∑

(

( )

(

))

(3)

Some of the interest points are detected from the
background pixels. These are the false interest points and
increase the overhead in further processing. Fig. 3 shows the
different number of interest points selected for the sample
frame of handshaking action video from the SBU Kinect
dataset. In this video, motion is present in the regions of the
joined hands of both the actors.

Fig. 4. Visualization of Sample Cuboids from Handshake Video.
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To remove the cuboids having less information from
further processing, the salient region extraction algorithm is
used. The cuboids having maximum information are selected
as salient regions. To find the information content, entropy is
calculated for each cuboid. Entropy is a statistical measure
used to find information present in an image. Entropy is
calculated as given in (4).
∑

(4)

Where
denotes the entropy and
denotes the
probability associated with each grayscale in the image.
Probability is calculated by computing the histogram over
all the gray scales.
In this work, the number of cuboids extracted is equal to
the number of interest points selected. If the number of interest
points selected is k, spatial size is m x m and temporal size is n
then, k cuboids of size m x m x n are formed. To compute the
entropy of a cuboid, the entropy of each m x m part of the
image is computed. Average entropy of n such m x m parts is
computed for one cuboid and is stored as the entropy of that
cuboid. The average of the entropies of all such k cuboids is
then calculated and used as a threshold. The entropy of each
cuboid is compared with the threshold value and cuboids
having entropy more than the threshold are selected as Salient
Regions. The steps of salient region extraction using the
entropy of cuboids are shown in the algorithm here.
Algorithm: Salient Region Extraction
Input: Selected Interest Points (S)
Output: Selected salient regions
Begin
(

)

; where s is number of total cuboids
; where n is number of images in cuboid
()
( )
( )

(
(

)

Fig. 5. (a) Selected and (b) Rejected Cuboid.

In the second step of the SWF algorithm, the wavelet
decomposition technique is applied to the extracted salient
regions. Average and detail coefficients are extracted from the
salient regions to form a feature descriptor. While there are
many types of wavelets, Daubechies wavelets (db) are most
widely used because of their slightly longer support [23]. The
db1 wavelet or Harr wavelet is used in this work as it is the
simplest wavelet. The Haar wavelet is not differentiable as it is
not a continuous function. This property of the Haar wavelet
makes it useful for detecting sudden changes like motion
present in action video. The steps to find the wavelet
coefficients are given as:
1) Obtain low pass and high pass decomposition filter
coefficients.
2) Convolve input image row-wise with low pass
decomposition filter coefficients obtained in step 1.
3) Down-sample the output obtained in step 2 to keep only
even indexed elements to get intermediate matrix z.
4) Convolve matrix z column-wise with low pass and high
pass decomposition filter coefficients separately to obtain the
average and detail horizontal coefficients.
5) Convolve input image row-wise with high pass
decomposition filter coefficients obtained in step 1.
6) Down-sample to keep only even indexed elements to
get intermediate matrix z.
7) Convolve matrix z obtained in step 3 column-wise with
low pass and high pass decomposition filter coefficients
separately to obtain detail vertical and detail diagonal
coefficients.
The horizontal, diagonal and vertical coefficients are
combined to form detail coefficients. The feature descriptor
formed using average coefficients is named SWF_A whereas
that formed using only detail coefficients is named SWF_D.
Feature descriptor formed using average plus detail coefficients
is called SWF_AD. Experimentation is done using all the three
variants of the SWF.

)

( )

Fig. 5 shows the sample of (a) selected cuboid and (b) the
rejected cuboid. The entropy of the cuboid in Fig. 5(a) is high
(0.9324) as variation is present in it indicating the movement.
The entropy of cuboid in Fig. 5(b) is very less (0.2642) as
variation across the frames is very less indicating negligible
movement. These selected cuboids are called as salient regions
and are used in the further computation.

C. Details of Histogram of Oriented Gradients Feature
Descriptor
The proposed local SWF feature descriptor is combined
with a Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) global feature
descriptor to form the SWFHOG feature descriptor. HOG has
been proved to give good results for human action recognition
and is explored by many researchers [24]. HOG feature
descriptor represents the shape of an object within an image
efficiently. As HOG was originally designed for person
detection by Dalal and Triggs [25], it is a perfect candidate for
human action recognition.
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To find the HOG features, the image is divided into small
patches called blocks (e.g. 16 x 16). Each block is further
divided into cells (e.g. 8 x 8). 1-D centered, derivative masks
are then applied in vertical and horizontal directions to
compute gradients in x and y directions. [-1, 0, 1] and [-1, 0,
1]T are proved to be good kernels for human detection.
Gradients in x and y directions are computed as
and
respectively at each pixel, as given in (5), where, I(x, y) is the
intensity at the pixel.
(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(5)

Magnitude
and angle
of the gradient at each pixel
are then computed by using (6) and (7) respectively.
(

)

√

(

(

)

(

)

)

(

)

(6)
(7)

The histogram of the gradients is then formed for each cell.
L2 normalization is then applied to each block to remove the
effect of contrast variations. The final HOG feature consists of
normalized histograms of each cell of each block of the image.
D. Dimensionality Reduction
The number of features extracted using the SWF algorithm
as well as the HOG algorithm are large in number. Many of
these features represent the background of the frame and
contribute less to classification tasks. The features having less
variance are redundant and can be removed from further
processing. In this work, Principal Component Analysis is
applied separately to SWF features and HOG features for
achieving dimensionality reduction. Only the features having
high variance are selected as final features.
E. Formation of SWFHOG Feature Descriptor
The SWF and HOG features obtained after applying
dimensionality reduction are used in the construction of the
SWFHOG feature descriptor. As shown in the results section,
the performance of the SWF_AD feature is better than SWF_A
and SWF_D features, for most of the datasets. This makes
SWF_AD a perfect candidate for the SWFHOG feature
descriptor. Both, SWF and HOG features are normalized to
avoid the influence of any one feature on classification output.
The concatenation of SWF_AD and HOG feature is done and
is named as the SWFHOG feature descriptor.
SWF_AD local feature captures the motion information
from the small patches of the video. Strong localization ability
of Wavelet transform in spatial as well as frequency domain
makes it possible to extract motion information in the form of
wavelet coefficients from the video. Detail wavelet coefficients
can capture minute movements happening in the small patches
whereas average coefficients can describe the spatial
information. The HOG feature is global and detects the shape
of the human figure efficiently. In short, it can be said that,
when the SWFHOG feature is extracted for an action video,
HOG detects human silhouette from the frame whereas the
SWF feature detects the movements of the body parts of the
human. The selection of salient regions before applying

wavelet decomposition makes it possible to reduce the
redundancy and extract the local features having maximum
information content. Thus the combination of SWF local
feature and HOG global feature can describe the action
efficiently.
F. Classifier
For classifying the actions using the proposed SWFHOG
feature descriptor, a feed-forward neural network is used. The
number of hidden layers used for good performance is
determined empirically. For getting the unbiased estimate of
the performance of the proposed descriptor, the dataset is
divided into three parts namely, training data, testing data, and
validation data. Random stratified sampling of the data is done.
Data is repeatedly and randomly partitioned as training data
and testing data in a predefined ratio. While randomly selecting
the training and testing samples, it is ensured that class
proportions are maintained as in the main dataset.
For all the experiments, 80% of samples are used for
Training, 10% for validation and 10% for testing. Each set up
is run 6 times considering different samples for Training,
Validation, and Testing. Average Accuracy, Precision, Recall,
and F1Score are then calculated.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Extensive testing is done to evaluate the performance of the
proposed SWFHOG feature descriptor. Three experimentation
setups are run for evaluating the proposed algorithm. In the
first set up, the use of wavelet coefficients for the action
recognition task is explored by using different groups of
average and detail sub-bands. Accuracy and F1Score are
computed for each action class. Overall accuracy and F1Score
are then computed by taking the average of values obtained for
all the classes. In the second set up, the use of the proposed
algorithm for behaviour analysis is studied. An event can be
labeled as Normal or Abnormal depending on the behaviour
pattern identified. The actions of UT Interaction and SBU
Kinect dataset are divided into two sets as Normal behaviour
and Abnormal Behaviour for this experimentation. In the third
set up, the robustness of the proposed algorithm against
imperfect actions and camera view angle change is tested. This
section discusses the datasets used for testing and the results
obtained with the proposed SWFHOG feature descriptor.
A. Datasets used
This section gives brief information about the datasets used
for testing the proposed algorithm. Weizmann, KTH, UCF
Sports and UT interaction action datasets are used for
evaluating the performance of the proposed method for action
recognition. SBU Kinect Two-Person Interaction dataset and
UT Interaction dataset are used for behaviour analysis. To
evaluate the robustness of the proposed method against
imperfect actions and camera view angle change, Weizmann
robustness testing and Weizmann view angle change datasets
are used.
The Weizmann [26] and KTH [27] datasets have simple
actions like running, walking, jogging, etc. recorded in a
controlled environment. Videos in both these datasets have low
resolution making it challenging. In the KTH dataset one
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Fig. 6. Sample Frames from Action Datasets (a) Weizmann, (b) KTH, (c)
UT1, (d) UT2, (e) UCF Sports (f) SBU Kinect Interaction (g) Weizmann
Robustness Testing and (h) Weizmann Camera view Angle Change Dataset.

DETAIL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS ON UT INTERACTION
DATASET
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SWFHOG

SWF_AD
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B. Performance Parameters used
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm,
Recognition accuracy and F1Score are used as performance
parameters. These parameters are computed using True
Positive, True Negative, False Positive and False Negative
predicted values.

TABLE I.

TP

The Weizmann camera view angle change dataset is having
a videos of a walking action recorded with ten different camera
view angles ranging from 00 to 900. Both these datasets are
recorded in a realistic environment and have a cluttered
background. Fig. 6 shows sample frames from all the datasets
used.

Detail analysis of results obtained for all the datasets is
done. Table I illustrates the detail results obtained on the UT
interaction1 dataset for intermediary execution. It gives action
classification accuracy, precision, recall, and F1Score
calculated from values of TP, TN, FP, and FN. Class 1 to class
6 represent actions punch, kick, hug, point a finger, handshake
and push respectively.

Class

Weizmann robustness testing and camera view angle
change dataset are specifically recorded with some challenges.
Weizmann robustness testing dataset is having videos in three
categories. It has actor walking in unusual way, actor walking
with an object and partially occluded action.

C. Experimental Setup 1
In this setup, the performance of different SWF variants is
compared. Feature descriptor SWF_A, SWF_D, and SWF_AD
are formed using only average coefficients, only detail
coefficients and both the coefficients respectively. Performance
is also compared with that achieved by the SWFHOG feature
descriptor.

Algorithm

UT Interaction dataset [30] and SBU Kinect Two-person
Interaction dataset [31] have the videos of interactions between
two people. The actions handshaking, hugging, pointing a
finger and approaching a person are considered as Normal
behaviour. The actions push, punch and kick are considered as
Abnormal behaviour.

Recognition accuracy gives the ratio of correctly detected
samples to the total number of samples. Precision and Recall
becomes more important parameters in some action recognition
applications. As precision and recall are inversely proportional
to each other, to achieve the balance between these two
metrics, the harmonic mean of precision and recall, called
F1Score is calculated.

SWF_A

action is recorded in four different scenarios like indoor,
outdoor, with different types of cloths and with a different
scale. This adds to the complexity of the dataset. UCF Sports
dataset [28, 29] has video clips recorded at various sports
events and is a realistic dataset. Cluttered backgrounds,
different camera view angles, different scales, illumination
changes and multiple people present in one frame are the
complexities present in this dataset. Along with these
complexities, high intra-class variation present in this dataset
makes it a challenging dataset.
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Table I shows that, for the SWF_A algorithm, more than
90% recognition accuracy is achieved for all the classes but
less F1Score is obtained for classes 4 and 5. This is because of
the lower values obtained for recall and precision. For the
SWF_D algorithm, recognition accuracy gained is more than
that in the case of SWF_A for all six classes. F1Score for
classes 4 and 5 is improved than in the previous case but
reduced for class 1. Since the SWF_AD algorithm gives high
accuracy and F1score values for most of the cases, it is used to
fuse with the HOG feature to form the SWFHOG feature. As
seen from Table I, for the SWFHOG algorithm, high values of
recall and precision are achieved for all the classes.
The graph in Fig. 7 shows the comparison of average
recognition accuracies achieved with SWF_A, SWF_D,
SWF_AD and SWFHOG feature vectors for all the datasets.
The recognition accuracy values mentioned are computed by
taking the average of classification accuracy values obtained
for all the action classes after running the program multiple
times. Table II shows the values obtained.
It is seen that higher recognition accuracy is obtained by
the SWF_AD feature as compared to that obtained by SWF_A
and SWF_D features individually, for all the datasets except
the KTH dataset. As average wavelet coefficients capture lowfrequency information while detail coefficients capture highfrequency information, their combination tends to give better
results as compared to individual coefficients. The last row of
Table II gives recognition accuracy obtained with the proposed
SWFHOG feature descriptor. The highest recognition accuracy
is obtained with the SWFHOG descriptor as compared to other
variants.
The proposed feature descriptor is also evaluated based on
F1Score to take into account the effect of all the SWF variants
on precision and recall values.

Fig. 8. Comparison of % F1 Score Obtained for Action Recognition.

The graph in Fig. 8 shows the F1Score values achieved for
all the datasets using variants of the SWF feature. Table III
gives the values of the F1Score obtained. It is seen that high
values of the F1Score are obtained for all the datasets when the
SWFHOG feature is used. The SWFHOG algorithm can
represent each action most distinctly, reducing false positive
and false negative classifications. This results in the increase in
the values of precision and recall which reflects in the
escalation in the F1Score value.
TABLE III.

% F1SCORE ACHIEVED WITH SWF VARIANTS

%F1Score values
Weizmann

KTH

UT1

UT2

UCF

SWF_A

87.54

84.77

93.83

93.27

78.94

SWF_D

85.2

81.4

94.52

93.27

75.66

SWF_AD

87.59

82.77

95

95.01

77.83

SWFHOG

92.05

91.85

95.24

96.68

82.52

D. Experimental Setup 2
The proposed SWFHOG algorithm is evaluated for the
behaviour analysis. When two people interact, the action
performed can be friendly, like a handshake, or can be
unfriendly, as a person pushing the other. In this work, the
behaviour is discriminated against as Normal and Abnormal.

Fig. 7. Comparison of % Recognition Accuracy Obtained for Action
Recognition.
TABLE II.

% RECOGNITION ACCURACY ACHIEVED WITH SWF VARIANTS
% Recognition Accuracy
Weizmann

KTH

UT1

UT2

UCF

SWF_A

97.6

95

97.33

97.83

96.2

SWF_D

97

93.83

97.00

97.83

95.6

SWF_AD

97.6

94.33

97.67

98.33

96.2

SWFHOG

98.5

97.5

98.33

98.67

96.8

The action videos from UT Interaction 1, UT Interaction 2
and SBU Kinect two-person interaction dataset are divided into
two categories as Normal and Abnormal. For the UT
Interaction dataset, actions, "Handshake", Hug" and "Point a
Finger" as a normal action. Actions "Push", "Punch" and
"Kick" are considered abnormal actions. For the SBU Kinect
dataset, only RGB data is used in this experimentation.
Interactions, "Person Approaching", "Hugging" and
"Handshaking" are considered as normal behavior whereas
actions "Kicking", "Pushing" and "Punching" are considered as
abnormal behaviour. Binary classification is performed using
these two sets of videos.
It is very important to identify any abnormal event as
abnormal in the case of video surveillance. Only recognition
accuracy is not sufficient to decide about the performance of
the classification algorithm in this case. The recall is a
parameter that tells how many samples are detected correctly
as compared to the actual true samples. This means that true
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positive detections should be maximized and false negative
values should be minimized. This means that the high value of
Recall is desirable. To take into account this fact, recall values
are also computed for all datasets. Table IV shows the results
obtained.
Results show that more than 97% recognition accuracy, as
well as recall value, is obtained for the UT Interaction dataset.
For the SBU Interaction dataset, more than 95% recognition
accuracy, as well as the recall, is achieved. In the behaviours
which are considered normal (handshake, hug, approach) in
this setup, two people approach each other and then stay in the
same position. In the actions which are considered abnormal
(push, punch, kick), two people approach each other and move
back from each other at the end of the action. The proposed
SWFHOG feature can distinguish between these two patterns
satisfactorily.
E. Experimental Setup 3
To evaluate the robustness of the proposed SWFHOG
algorithm to high regularities like occlusion, unusual way of
performing the action, varied background and view angles,
Weizmann robustness dataset is used for testing. Table V
shows the recognition accuracy obtained for the robustness
testing dataset. It is observed that the average recognition
accuracy of more than 94% is achieved for the Weizmann
robustness testing action dataset. The proposed SWFHOG
algorithm can recognize the action as walking cation 18 times
out of 19. It was seen that, as the view angle approaches, 900
(Person approaching camera), action recognition becomes
more difficult as scale in the sequence changes substantially.
The proposed SWFHOG algorithm can recognize the walk
action correctly even if the clothing of actors is different, actors
are walking unusually or are walking with a bag in hand. This
proves the robustness of the proposed SWFHOG method.
TABLE IV.

PERFORMANCE OF SWFHOG FOR BEHAVIOUR ANALYSIS
Parameter

F. Comparison of the Proposed Method with Existing
Methods
Table VI gives a comparison of recognition accuracy
achieved for the UCF Sports and UT Interaction dataset by the
proposed SWFHOG method and the existing methods.
Methods that have used handcrafted features are used for
comparison. Accuracy values mentioned in the table are taken
from papers published by various researchers. It is observed
that the SWFHOG method gives average recognition accuracy
of 96.8% for the UCF sports dataset which is higher than other
existing methods. For the UT interaction dataset, recognition
accuracy outperforms all the existing methods with a
recognition accuracy of 98.5% (calculated by taking an average
of values obtained for UT Interaction 1 and UT Interaction 2).
Table VII gives a comparison of recognition accuracy
achieved for the KTH and Weizmann dataset by the proposed
SWFHOG method and the existing methods. The comparison
shows that the performance achieved by the SWF_H method
outperformance most of the existing methods. For the
Weizmann dataset, slightly higher accuracy is achieved with a
structural average based method [20]. For the KTH dataset, a
method based on Log-Euclidean covariance matrices of ST
features [17] achieves accuracy comparable with that achieved
with the proposed method.
TABLE VI.

COMPARISON: UCF AND UT INTERACTION DATASETS
% Recognition Accuracy

Existing and Proposed methods
UCF Sports

UT Interaction

90

--

92

--

92.8

--

Temporal trajectories [40]

--

91.8

Motion and appearance Saliency
and trajectories [37]
Edge trajectories and Motion
descriptor [38]
Edge trajectories and
Spatiotemporal motion skeleton
[39]

Dataset

% Recognition
Accuracy

% Recall

UT Interaction 1

97.08

97.19

The BoW of interest points and
HOG [41]

--

83.3

UT Interaction 2

97.92

97.92

Key poses [42]

--

85%

SBU Kinect Interaction

95.74

95.92

SWFHOG (Proposed method)

96.8

98.33

TABLE V.

PERFORMANCE ON THE WEIZMANN ROBUSTNESS TESTING
DATASET

S. No.

Details of the samples used

%Recognition
Accuracy

1

9 samples of Normal walk + 10 samples of
unusual walk

94.70

2

90 samples of 10 classes + 10 samples of
unusual walk

93.60

3

90 samples of 10 classes + 10 samples of the
walk with view angle change

94.82

4

81 samples of 9 classes (other than normal
walk) + 10 samples of unusual walk

5

81 samples of 9 classes (other than normal
walk) + 10 samples of the view angle change

TABLE VII.

COMPARISON: KTH AND WEIZMANN DATASETS
% Recognition Accuracy

Existing and Proposed methods
KTH

Weizmann

Riemannian manifolds [32]

--

96.7

log-Euclidean covariance matrices
of ST features [33]

97.1

---

A mixture of features [34]

92.28

91.69

Optical flow-based [35]

94.62

---

94.55

Structural average curves analysis
[36]

---

98.77

94.49

SWFHOG (Proposed method)

97.5

98.5
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new local feature, SWF, is introduced for
representing human actions. Experimentation is done using
combinations of sub-bands obtained from wavelet
decomposition. To improve the performance further, SWF is
used along with the HOG feature, which creates a robust
combination of a local and global feature. Experimental results
show that new local feature descriptor SWF, captures local
features efficiently and when combined with HOG, outdoes
accuracy achieved by most of the existing methods for UT
interaction and UCF sports datasets. The proposed SWFHOG
feature descriptor achieves good accuracy for Weizmann and
KTH datasets.
Extracting the Salient regions increases the classification
accuracy of the algorithm as only the cuboids having maximum
information are used to form the descriptor. Strong localization
ability of Wavelet transform in spatial as well as frequency
domain makes it possible to extract motion information in the
form of wavelet coefficients from the video. SWFHOG feature
becomes robust against illumination changes because of the
block normalization used while extracting the HOG feature.
The proposed approach eliminates the requirement of the
crucial task of segmentation and foreground extraction. The
94.55% accuracy obtained for imperfect action sequences and
94.49% accuracy achieved for sequences recorded with varied
camera view angle prove the robustness of this algorithm.
97.92% accuracy and recall values achieved for UT interaction
2 dataset 95.72% and 95.92% accuracy and recall are achieved
respectively for behaviour analysis. These results indicate the
usefulness of proposed method for behaviour analysis.
Comparison of the results obtained by proposed algorithm
with existing methods show that, the proposed SWFHOG
method outperforms existing methods for UT Interaction and
UCF Sports dataset. Recognition accuracy of 98.33% and of
96.8% is achieved for these two datasets for action recognition
task. The SWFHOG algorithm gives high F1Score values,
indicating that precision and recall values are well balanced.
The results in three experimental setups indicate that the
SWFHOG feature algorithm combines advantages of global
feature and local features, producing a strong feature descriptor
for action recognition as well as behaviour analysis.
VI. FUTURE SCOPE
In this work an approach for human action recognition
based on new local feature descriptor is proposed. The
proposed SWFHOG method is tested for recognizing a single
action performed by an individual or a pair of individuals. In
future, method can be devised to recognize multiple actions
present in one video. The real world videos multiple humans
performing various actions present in one video. Also
recognizing multiple actions performed by a single person in
one video remains a challenging task.
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